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My Assumptions for this Talk

• Global Warming/Climate Change are serious issues.Global Warming/Climate Change are serious issues.

••  Action needs to take place on many levels.Action needs to take place on many levels.

••  Individually, locally, regionally, nationally, globally.Individually, locally, regionally, nationally, globally.

•• Clear communication of the issues is required to make Clear communication of the issues is required to make

good decisions.good decisions.

••  There is a lot of (There is a lot of (mis-mis-)information in the public discussion;)information in the public discussion;

+ some of it due to lack of understanding and+ some of it due to lack of understanding and

                                some some of it of it intentional.intentional.

••  Scientists and technical experts can (collectively) have aScientists and technical experts can (collectively) have a

positive impact onpositive impact on  the framing of this discussion, but only ifthe framing of this discussion, but only if

we speak in ways the public can understand.we speak in ways the public can understand.

Challenges and Opportunities of Speaking to the Public

about Global Warming and Climate Change

•  Remain cognizant to explain basic concepts, graphs,Remain cognizant to explain basic concepts, graphs,

jargon that you normally take for granted will be understood.jargon that you normally take for granted will be understood.

••  Plan carefully the flow and logic of your  Plan carefully the flow and logic of your  presentation.  Trypresentation.  Try

to keep it as straightforward as possible.to keep it as straightforward as possible.

••    BalancingBalancing  ““concernsconcerns”” with the need to provide  with the need to provide ““hope.hope.””

••    Strong-handed scare tactics can actually backfire.Strong-handed scare tactics can actually backfire.

••    Provide a sense of urgency without a sense of panic.Provide a sense of urgency without a sense of panic.

••  Use the topic as an opportunity to educate the public on  Use the topic as an opportunity to educate the public on

the the ““processprocess”” of science in general. of science in general.

••    Few scientific issues are black & white.Few scientific issues are black & white.

••    Importance of building of consensus.Importance of building of consensus.

••    Importance of peer review.Importance of peer review.

••    etc.etc.

Areas of Potential Confusion

•  ““Not everybody agreesNot everybody agrees…”…”

••    ““IsnIsn’’t it just a natural variation?t it just a natural variation?””

••    ““What difference can aWhat difference can a  degree or two make?degree or two make?””

••    ““Are these funky local weather events due to GW?Are these funky local weather events due to GW?””

••    ““How can GW cause both droughts and floods?How can GW cause both droughts and floods?””

••    Climate models predict things all over the map.  HowClimate models predict things all over the map.  How

                can we believe anything from them?can we believe anything from them?

••  Mercury in CFL bulbs-bad for the environment?  Mercury in CFL bulbs-bad for the environment?

••  Ethanol: not everything it  Ethanol: not everything it’’s cracked up to be?s cracked up to be?

••    Wind Energy: Environmental tug-of-war.Wind Energy: Environmental tug-of-war.

••  etc.  etc.
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Global WarmingGlobal Warming

has become ahas become a

““HotHot”” Topic! Topic!
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Politically Charged



The Greenhouse Effect

•• Sunlight comesSunlight comes
throughthrough  glass.glass.

•• Light is absorbed andLight is absorbed and
re-radiated as heatre-radiated as heat
(infrared light).(infrared light).

•• Heat is trappedHeat is trapped
(warms interior of(warms interior of
greenhouse).greenhouse).

•• Need for Need for ““balancebalance”” to to
keep it from gettingkeep it from getting
too hot/cold.too hot/cold.

BALANCEBALANCE

The Earth is so bigThe Earth is so big……how canhow can  wewe

affect things?affect things?
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By affecting theBy affecting the  

BALANCEBALANCE

Apollo 11, July 1969

Greenhouse Gases
• Water Vapor HWater Vapor H22OO

•• Methane Methane    CHCH44

•• Carbon Dioxide Carbon Dioxide    COCO22

! A trace constituent,A trace constituent,

but very effective atbut very effective at

trapping heat.trapping heat.

Carbon FactsCarbon Facts
•• Coal is almost pure carbon and oil and gasCoal is almost pure carbon and oil and gas

(hydrocarbons) are mostly carbon.(hydrocarbons) are mostly carbon.

•• Burning fossil fuels currently releases aboutBurning fossil fuels currently releases about
2.6 2.6 BillionBillion metric tons of carbon into the metric tons of carbon into the
atmosphere atmosphere per year.per year.

•• Over decades, we haveOver decades, we have  put (and are putting)put (and are putting)
enoughenough  carbon (COcarbon (CO22, CH, CH44, etc.) into the, etc.) into the
atmosphere to affect the delicate balance.atmosphere to affect the delicate balance.
–– COCO22 fraction has increased ~30% since 1860. fraction has increased ~30% since 1860.

•• Since 1860, US has been responsible for 29%,Since 1860, US has been responsible for 29%,
western Europe for 27%.western Europe for 27%.

•• Current emissions:Current emissions:    US and China about tied,US and China about tied,
but China, India, increasing rapidly.but China, India, increasing rapidly.



Loss of Forests--A TRIPLE Whammy

• Burning releases carbon
to atmosphere.

• Vegetation no longer
available to remove CO2

and create oxygen.

• Replaced largely by
CMPs*. (*Copious methane producers…)

Fact: Atmospheric COFact: Atmospheric CO22 levels are increasing. levels are increasing.

Evidence of WarmingEvidence of Warming

Peru Larsen B Ice Shelf, Antarctica

Glacier National Park, MontanaGlacier National Park, Montana

1938
2003

North Polar Sea Ice
change in one year

(NYT graphic from

Oct. 1, 2007)

Sept. 2006

Sept. 2007



Climate Impacts

Warmer sea temperaturesWarmer sea temperatures……
•• cause stronger storms and affectcause stronger storms and affect

atmospheric and sea circulation patterns.atmospheric and sea circulation patterns.

•• Can cause droughts in some areas andCan cause droughts in some areas and
excessive rainfall in others.excessive rainfall in others.

•• Add to the rise in sea level.Add to the rise in sea level.
–– Warm waterWarm water  has a larger volume.has a larger volume.

Katrina 2005

Past Climate: How do we know?Past Climate: How do we know?

•• Ice core samples:Ice core samples:  Greenland, Antarctica, etc.Greenland, Antarctica, etc.

•• Ice traps gas bubbles, dust particles, biologicalIce traps gas bubbles, dust particles, biological

material, and other materials.material, and other materials.

•• Chemical isotope ratios are proxies for Temp,Chemical isotope ratios are proxies for Temp,

COCO22 levels, etc., at various times in the past. levels, etc., at various times in the past.

Layers in ice coreLayers in ice core

areare  similar to similar to ““treetree

ringsrings”” - showing - showing

annual cycles.annual cycles.

Temperatures for The Past 2000Temperatures for The Past 2000  YearsYears…… Consistent Results from two deepest Ice CoreConsistent Results from two deepest Ice Core

Samples Available, covering past 450,000 years!Samples Available, covering past 450,000 years!



Are we responsible? Are we responsible?

Where does it go from here?Where does it go from here?
Climate Models Provide CluesClimate Models Provide Clues

Warming will not be uniform…



Venus - Earth’s “Twin”?*

• Closest planet to
earth.

• Nearly the same size
as earth, but

• CO2 atmosphere 100x
denser than earth’s.

• Surface temp  900
degrees F.

• Example of “Runaway”
Greenhouse effect.
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earth.

• Nearly the same size
as earth, but

• CO2 atmosphere 100x
denser than earth’s.

• Surface temp  900
degrees F.

• Example of “Runaway”
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*(Let’s hope not!)

BALANCEBALANCE

World Population Growth:
1750 - 2150

Population in billionsPopulation in billions

00

66

1212

17501750 19501950 21502150

20502050

9.3 billion9.3 billion

(Like adding two “Chinas” between now and 2050.)

Energy Needs…



Global Sustainability:

•• USUS  per capita energy consumptionper capita energy consumption
[hence, CO[hence, CO22 production] is roughly 30x production] is roughly 30x
that of the developing world.that of the developing world.

•• If the developing world rises to ourIf the developing world rises to our
level of consumption, the energy needslevel of consumption, the energy needs
are immense.are immense.
–– If theyIf they  do it with fossil fuels, we are toast!do it with fossil fuels, we are toast!

•• This indicates that our level of energyThis indicates that our level of energy
consumption consumption is not sustainable.is not sustainable.

>>>>  We must reduce our consumption and let theWe must reduce our consumption and let the

rest of the world meetrest of the world meet  us in the middle.us in the middle.

What Needs to Happen?

•• We need to actWe need to act……individually,individually,

collectively, globally.collectively, globally.

–– ““Procrastination is Decision.Procrastination is Decision.””

•• GOAL:  Keep  COGOAL:  Keep  CO22 levels below 2x pre- levels below 2x pre-

industrial levels (<56industrial levels (<5600  ppmppm) by 2) by 2005500

and continue to reduce thereafter.and continue to reduce thereafter.

•• No new technology is needed to do this!No new technology is needed to do this!

(Only the collective will to do it is(Only the collective will to do it is

missing.)missing.)

What has to happen, con’t.

•• The United States has to take aThe United States has to take a

LEADERSHIPLEADERSHIP role in reducing role in reducing

greenhouse gas emissions.greenhouse gas emissions.

–– NothingNothing will happen globally if we will happen globally if we

do not act.do not act.

–– It is in ourIt is in our  countrycountry’’s best interest tos best interest to

do so.do so.

•• EconomicallyEconomically

•• Socio-politicallySocio-politically

BUSINESS AS USUAL
• Heavy dependence on fossil fuels.• More carbon dioxide emissions. • Higher global temperature.



IF AMERICA LEADS
• More efficiency and renewables, fewer carbon emissions. • Global temperature stabilizes. What can we do to motivate ourselves?

•• Consider Global Warming as aConsider Global Warming as a
social justice issue.social justice issue.

•• Consider Global Warming as aConsider Global Warming as a
stewardship issue.stewardship issue.

•• Consider Global Warming as aConsider Global Warming as a
survival issue.survival issue.

• Greed. (e.g. capitalism!)

Actions at the individual level canActions at the individual level can

have an immediate and significanthave an immediate and significant

positive impact.positive impact.
• Conserve!

• Recycle!

• Change a light bulb!

• Walk or bike.

• Carpool or public
transportation.

• Buy a car that gets
better gas mileage.

• Be aware, spread
the word, change
the culture.



Support Green Technologies and
Alternative Energy Sources

Raising fuel economy to 40Raising fuel economy to 40

miles per gallon can savemiles per gallon can save

3 million barrels of oil 3 million barrels of oil a daya day.

Let’s take care of the Earth…

…it’s the only one we’ve got!

Questions

or

Comments?


